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TWO NUREMBERG SILVER WINE GOBLETS "RÖMER",GILT RESPECTIVELY PARTIALLY GILT
Object Number: #274

Nuremberg, ca.  1643-1644/46

Thomas Stoer II.

City’s hallmark: A „N“ for Nuremberg 1643-1644/46 (Tebbe 2007, p. 504, No. BZ17)

Maker’s mark: „TS“ ligated in curved shield for Thomas Stoer II. (Tebbe 2007, p. 406-407, No. 874a)

Height: 8,7 cm (3,42 in.); weight: 94,6 g. for each beaker/römer
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Detailed Information

Silver Gilt Wine Goblet - Roemer
The present two beaker are drinking vessels for wine, due to their special shape they belong to the so called „Roemer“.

The cylindrical shaft is raised on a platform with gadroons. The shaft is decorated with adorned dots in the form of shells,
pawned in two rows. The field with the shells is moreover softly punched like a snake skin cup. From the shaft, connected with a
small bead, rises the seven-lobed, slightly conical cuppa. The outside of the cuppa is smooth and has a punctured ring and
palmettes on the lips edge.

The cups were originally partially gilt on the outside with some parts left white, and gilt on the inside. The inside gilding  of one
cup is very well preserved, the gilding on the outside is quite good. The inside gilding of the second cup is quite well preserved; on
the outside, only remnants of the partial gilding are visible

History of the "Roemer"
The shape of the Roemer is derived from a medieval glass form. They are mentioned in the literature since the mid-fifteenth
century. In the seventeenth century, the Roemer was given its typical shape: a trailed thread round and conical foot, a cylindrical
prunted middle section (shaft), and a large rounded bowl. The drinking vessel was mainly used in Central and Northern Europe.
In Dutch still life from the seventeenth century, Roemer made of glass are often seen. It is also known that in the seventeenth
century large quantities of Roemer were made of glass, especially in Holland, Bohemia and England. They were made of metal
only at the end of the seventeenth century and in the eighteenth century.

Helga Matzke currently presents six more Roemer from Augsburg and Nuremberg.

Nuremberg
In addition to Augsburg, the city of Nuremberg is one of the most important cities in Germany for gold- and silversmith’s works
from the  sixteenth  to  the  eighteenth  century.  The  specialty  of  the  Nuremberg  silver  and  goldsmiths  were  the  so-called
Buckelpokale (humpback-cups). Everyone had to make an Akeleipokal for master exam, which required a lot of technical skills,
especially with the embossing.

The present Roemer is a wonderfully embossed drinking vessel that also presents that skill of the silversmith.

Maker
Thomas Stoer II. was the son of a silverworker, who originally came from Bohemia to Nuremberg, and was baptized on 8th of
June 1601. He passed his master's exam on March 25, 1629, but probably swore his oath nine years later. Since his first wedding
in 1638 he did fulfill all the requirements for the acquisition of the master's rights. Between 1651 and 1655 he was a juror. In
1661 he married a  second time.  The oeuvre  of  Thomas Stoer  II  is  characterized by  traditional  drinking  vessels,  such as
Roemer/ humpback-cups with contemporary decor. Vessels in vegetal forms, such as tulip were part of his work and other
naturalistic creations of the seventeenth century, such as a pomegranate drinking vessel, were part of the stylistic directions in
the silversmiths of Nuremberg. In the Landesmuseum Württemberg, Stuttgart,  and the Victoria & Albert Museum, London,
among others, works by Thomas Stoer II have also been preserved.

https://www.helga-matzke.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/2-romer-nurnberg-1670-90-stoer-ii-scaled-2.jpg
https://www.helga-matzke.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/2-romer-nurnberg-1670-90-stoer-ii-2-scaled-2.jpg
https://www.helga-matzke.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/eine-seite-roemer-neu-sept-22-7-objekte-scaled-2.jpg
http://www.helga-matzke.com/objekte/fine-wine-goblet-roemer-silver-partly-gilt/
http://www.helga-matzke.com/objekte/roemer-nuernberg-1609-29-hans-reiff/
https://skd-online-collection.skd.museum/Details/Index/415036
http://swbexpo.bsz-bw.de/blm/detail.jsp?id=703F729EACF9449098187FD73C066E73&img=1
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